
Room 13
Growing up with art; approaches to youth creativity 
over the long term.



What age 
can you 

start being 
an artist?



What does Room 13 look and feel like?

























What do we do?





“I faced some challenges when some 
of my art didn't work so I kept retrying 
and finally got it.” - primary pupil













“Having so much else to fit in in the 
curriculum means we maybe don't have the 
opportunities to really delve into the art and 
inspiration like we did at Room 13.” - Primary 
Teacher













“She is even more interested in exploring Art and different types 

of Art than before. She is more aware of famous pieces of art 

and how techniques can be achieved. 

Being at Room 13 has given her confidence in herself, 

independence in exploring her own creative projects and also a 

sense of belonging by being part of the group of young people 

who go to room 13.” - Parent













“[My child] has stopped going to school for now so R13 is an 
important place for [them] to be part of something and is a 
non-threatening place. [They] always come home happy.”  - 
Parent

















Some Key Elements of Room 13
Space
Time
Artists 
Engagement with the full breadth of the creative process
Belonging to a creative community



Space
Room to grow



Time
Consistency and progression



Artists
As peers, guides, mentors



Creativity
Exploring the full breadth of the creative process



Community
Connecting and sharing



Examples



Class Visits & Looking at Art





















‘Gravity’

“Not only was the content good, it provided a really good 

example to her of all sorts of things - working to a deadline, 

planning work and thinking ahead… confidence in speaking 

up and articulating her processes etc.” - Parent 



“i think the main 

benefits was about how 

we can just turn words 

into pictures with just 

one word like how the 

word abstract made so 

much pictures and 

same with all the other 

words.” - Pupil



Artist Recruitment and Summer Projects 2023























“As someone who wants to pursue a career in arts 
facilitation, leading these workshops was an 
enormously rewarding experience. I learnt so much 
about working with young people and the flexibility 
it requires. 

The experience of planning, producing, and 
facilitating a workshop from initial idea to 
completion was an especially useful part of this 
experience and I appreciate the trust and creative 
freedom given to me by Room 13.” 
- Young person



Digital and Outdoors


















